Emerge Vermont Sponsors Circle

Sponsors Circle members support Emerge Vermont as significant donors and sponsors of events. Sponsors Circle members enable us to present exciting statewide and national events as well as our ongoing Signature Training, Campaign Boot Camps, and other training opportunities. The Sponsors Circle recognizes individuals, foundations, and businesses committed to our organization’s mission of empowering Democratic women to run and win elected office; provides meaningful ways to engage with alumnae, elected officials, and the Emerge Vermont community; and creates opportunities for collaboration to further our mission and impact.

Sponsors Circle Contribution Options

- $2,500 contribution or more annually
- $1,200 semi-annual recurring contribution ($2,400 annually)
- $600 quarterly recurring contribution ($2,400 annually)
- $200 monthly recurring contribution ($2,400 annually)

Sponsors Circle supporters who make a recurring monthly contribution automatically become members of the Emerge Vermont Sustainers Circle.

Membership Benefits

- Recognition as a Sponsors Circle member on website and in Annual Report
- Recognition as a Sponsors Circle member for all Emerge Vermont events during the year, including social media and public acknowledgement
- Invitations to exclusive donor events
- Complimentary pairs of tickets to the Annual Class Graduation Reception and Vermont Annual Event
- Opportunities to meet Emerge Vermont program members and alumnae
- Exclusive updates from the Emerge Vermont Executive Director, advance notice of events and trainings, Emerge Vermont news, and alumnae stories

Become a member of Emerge Vermont’s Sponsors Circle

Click here to join the Emerge Vermont Sponsors Circle today!

To learn more about the Emerge Vermont Sponsors Circle and how you can get involved, please contact Elaine Haney, Emerge Vermont Director, at elaine@emergevt.org or (802) 324-2546.